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INTRODUCTION
In early 2013, the City Council adopted the Encinitas Strategic Plan, a document that identifies major
needs and opportunities to help focus the City to effectively align resources with specific objectives.
One of the eight identified Focus Areas in the Strategic Plan is Community Planning, which seeks to
maintain safe and livable communities through well-maintained infrastructure and facilities, strong
public safety, and significant environmental standards, while achieving diverse and affordable housing
for present and future generations.
One of the Council-identified goals within the Community Planning Focus Area is for the City to secure
a certified Housing Element, as required by state law. Housing Element law—first enacted in 1969
and significantly strengthened since—mandates that local governments adequately plan to meet the
existing and projected housing needs of everyone in the community. Encinitas is the only city in San
Diego County that does not have a certified Housing Element, which is in violation of state law. In
addition, the City is faced with a changing population and demographics, which affects the type of
housing that will be needed in the future.
Encinitas is required to update its Housing Element to address existing and future housing needs in our
community. Understanding the public interest in this issue, City staff developed a Public Participation
Plan, which was endorsed by the City Council on September 17, 2014. A name and graphic identity
for the program – At Home in Encinitas - was created to enhance public recognition of the program.
For the past two years, City staff have implemented this Plan, engaging in a broad and inclusive
outreach process to seek input from the public on potential sites for future housing. The City held 10
Community Dialogue sessions, seven Planning Commission meetings, 11 City Council meetings, five
joint Council-Commission study sessions, and more than 125 stakeholder meetings, briefings, and
presentations over the last 20 months. This process allowed the City to hear from the public early in
the process and use the input received to develop four proposed strategies that include
community-supported solutions. The only remaining task is to determine which map(s) will be offered
to the voters for their consideration in the November 2016 Election.

THE HOUSING ELEMENT is one of the seven

mandated elements of the local general plan. It
outlines how a local jurisdiction will adequately plan
to meet the existing and projected housing needs of
everyone in our community.
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WHY DOES ENCINITAS NEED A HOUSING ELEMENT?
Encinitas faces a challenge when it comes to meeting local housing needs. Housing costs
continue to climb, while the availability and variety of that housing continues to drop. At the same
time, the City has a growing population and existing residents have changing needs. Simply put,
Encinitas is evolving and needs to create more housing options that meet the community’s growing
and changing needs.

Why does the Housing Element need updating?
1. OUR POPULATION IS
CHANGING

Accommodating housing
choices will meet the needs
of our community.

2. IT PROTECTS OUR
QUALITY OF LIFE

Planning for future housing
helps avoid negative
consequences of
unplanned growth and
ensures it will provide
community benefits.

3. TAX DOLLARS
ARE SAVED

With an approved Housing
Element, Encinitas will
be eligible for regional
and state grants that can
help fund infrastructure
improvements and public
amenities.

The Housing Element for Encinitas has not been updated since the 1990s, and a lot has changed
since then. Population growth in Encinitas, and the region as a whole, is projected to continue into the
foreseeable future. According to SANDAG’s Regional Growth Forecast, economic and population growth
in Encinitas will continue at a steady rate into 2050.
In addition to population growth, there are also changes in the way that people live, work and play from
that of previous generations. The Millennial generation — people born in the 1980s and 1990s — has
been slower to buy single family homes than earlier generations. There are varying reasons for this
situation, including rising student debt, cost of housing, and new challenges in securing a mortgage
for first-time homeowners. They also often want different things in housing and neighborhoods than
are available today. They are looking for pedestrian- and bike-friendly communities with services and
amenities nearby. As a result, for this younger generation, multifamily housing near retail locations is in
greater demand than single family homes.
At the same time, the Baby Boomer generation is aging and this has impacts on the housing market.
The senior citizen population in Encinitas is projected to nearly double by 2035. Many senior citizens
will seek to downsize and move into smaller homes in urban areas with easily accessible services,
transportation, and amenities.
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4. IT’S THE LAW

State law requires
that we adopt a plan to
accommodate the housing
needs of everyone in our
community.

By 2035, the population in Encinitas is expected to grow by 7 percent. That’s 4,236 more people who
will need housing. Here are some facts to keep in mind, which demonstrate the need to provide more
housing variety and affordability.
• The median priced home in Encinitas is $769,000 (24 percent higher than the North County Coastal
median of $619,000).
• Only 28 percent of existing households in Encinitas can afford to buy a home in the city at the
median price.
• The average rent for a two-bedroom apartment in Encinitas is $2,146. Only 42 percent of existing renter
households in Encinitas make enough money to comfortably rent a two-bedroom apartment in the city.
• The mean annual Social Security income in Encinitas is $17,962.
• More than 25 percent of the city’s extremely low income residents are aged 65 years or older.
• The Encinitas Housing Authority Rental Assistance program has more than 600 families on the waitlist,
of which over 70 percent are elderly or disabled.
• Currently, there are more than 9,000 baby-boomers (65+) in the city. By 2035, that number will
increase by roughly 78 percent.
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HOW DOES A HOUSING ELEMENT BENEFIT ENCINITAS?
Updating Encinitas’ Housing Element can bring benefits to the City. Planning for housing ensures that it is
located in places of our choosing and with the community character and amenities Encinitas wants.

That way, new housing, which is planned, provides community benefits.
•

Protects Our Quality of Life. It will help protect our quality of life by avoiding negative
consequences of unplanned growth, such as increased parking demand, larger household size,
and overburdened public facilities.

•

Maintains Community Character. A Housing Element that offers housing opportunities for a
diverse community will help the City maintain its organic and eclectic character.

•

Strengthens the Local Economy. Housing in the right places can help grow our economy organically
by supporting local businesses and making the City more fiscally sustainable.

•

Grant Funding for City Projects. With an approved Housing Element, grant money is available for
City projects. Because our housing policies have not been updated, the City is either currently
not eligible or not competitive for a number of grants that could help fund infrastructure
improvements and is losing out on hundreds of thousands of dollars or more every year that is
going to other local cities. The City must rely on local tax dollars to pay for some projects that
could be funded by regional grants, like bike facility improvements, sidewalks, traffic calming
features, parks and rail underpasses. Once an updated Housing Element is approved and
certified by the State, the City can take advantage of this available funding, potentially freeing up
local tax revenue for other projects.

•

Allows for Informed Decision Making. Elected officials can make informed decisions about
regulations and public investment, while the private sector has a clear public policy to guide
them as they plan projects.

CONSEQUENCES OF NOT ADOPTING A HOUSING ELEMENT
What are the consequences of not adopting a Housing Element? Adequately planning for all housing
needs for everyone in our community — seniors, families, and young professionals at various income
levels — is a requirement under state law. A city could face significant repercussions if it fails to comply.
These consequences include:

• Potential loss of land use control
• Increasing numbers of housing units that the City will be
responsible for in the future
• Ineligibility for a variety of park and infrastructure
improvement funds
• Jeopardizing the City’s entire General Plan by making it
vulnerable to legal challenge
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PHASE 1: DEVELOPMENT OF
HOUSING ELEMENT STRATEGIES
The first phase of At Home in Encinitas focused on gathering public input on potential sites for future
housing and developing Housing Element strategies that incorporated this input. The topic of housing
in Encinitas has historically been one of significant public interest. Recognizing this, a robust Public
Participation Plan was developed to help the City gain input on potential housing locations and types
of housing before any plan was developed. The goal of this plan was to hear from the community and
identify interests and concerns early in the process to gain enough input from the public to create
alternatives that reflected community-supported solutions.

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT METHODS AND RESULTS
The public engagement effort reached the wide variety of stakeholders in Encinitas, with all age
and income groups in mind, to ensure that the community was part of the effort from the onset.
The outreach effort sought input from the public on the following:

Identify

the type and location of future
housing in Encinitas

Determine

the community characteristics
that you value to ensure that
they are preserved

Create

design standards for future projects so that
the community can be confident that they
will fit in with existing neighborhoods

Each of the five Encinitas communities has its own identity, and the plan took into account that
a one-size-fits-all approach to housing would not work. Because of this, the outreach was tailored
to fit the unique characteristics of each community. To seek community-specific input, City staff
identified potential housing sites in each of Encinitas’ five communities and gave the public
the opportunity to weigh in on each community. Potential housing sites were selected based on
direction given by the City Council to ensure that housing was proportionally distributed throughout
the five communities. The methodology for how sites should be identified were presented and
endorsed by the City Council in late 2013.
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The City hosted five Community Dialogue Sessions, one in each
community, during November 2014 to present information and
solicit community input on potential sites for future housing
(additional “make-up” sessions were hosted at City Hall from
December 1-5, 2014). Information about housing sites and types
was presented with materials that included visual representations
to enhance public understanding. Efforts were also made to
seek feedback on community character, what characteristics
stakeholders want to preserve, and what characteristics
stakeholders want to introduce.
Nearly all public input on the Housing Element update was
collected through an online engagement tool (a small amount of
input was also received via the project email mailbox and written
correspondence). Participants who attended the Community
Dialogue Sessions were able to learn about housing and provide
their input via the online engagement tool at the meeting, or they
could do it at a time and location that was convenient to them
from their own computer or mobile device.

PROMOTING OUTREACH
ACTIVITIES
To ensure robust attendance at the
Community Dialogue Sessions and
participation in the e-Town Hall activity,
City staff engaged in a far-reaching
effort to promote the issue to the public
using a variety of methods to reach
many audiences.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unique Project Name and Graphic Identity
Informational Materials
Public Presentations and Briefings
Community Events
Direct E-mail
Direct Mail
Door Hangers
City of Encinitas e-Newsletters
Third Party Informational Distribution
Advertisements
Posters
Portable Variable Message Signs
Social Media
Media Coverage

Participants were asked to choose one of the “Ready Made”
housing strategies that provided suggestions of potential future
housing sites, or they could complete a “Build Your Own” strategy,
where they selected potential future housing sites on their own. The
results of the outreach and engagement period were presented at a
Joint City Council and Planning Commission in February 2015. At
this joint session meeting, City Council and Planning Commission members received a presentation and report about
the results of the input provided, including an analysis of what this input suggests for moving forward with updating
the Housing Element.
This process resulted in identifying the Ready Made Mixed Use Places housing strategy map as the preferred
strategy of the three Ready Made options. It also led to the creation of a Build Your Own strategy, which
represented the cumulative preferences in a single, unique housing strategy map. A third housing strategy was
generated by the City Council, with contribution from the Planning Commission and with consideration of public
input. This strategy, called “Modified Mixed Use Places” is a modification of the “Ready Made” strategy — it
includes new sites that were suggested during the public participation process and removes certain highly
objectionable sites based on public input received. Each of the strategies developed has a different focus and mix
of sites to accommodate the community’s future housing needs. All three draft housing strategies were accepted
by the City Council on March 11, 2015 to move forward for future technical and environmental review. The
following maps illustrate the three draft housing strategies.
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POTENTIAL HOUSING STRATEGIES

Main Street Mixed Use Small Site
Village Center Mixed Use Medium Site
Neighborhood Prototypes
Residential Infill Medium to Large Site
Residential Infill Small Site

READY-MADE MIXED USE PLACES
The “Mixed Use Places” housing strategy was the overwhelming preference of
the three “Ready Made” strategies presented. It identifies future housing sites
focused along the 101 Highway corridor and at key activity centers on Encinitas
Boulevard. This housing strategy mixes new housing with retail and employment
land uses, creating vibrant communities that are pedestrian and bicycle friendly.
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Main Street Mixed Use Small Site
Village Center Mixed Use Medium Site
Neighborhood Prototypes
Residential Infill Medium to Large Site
Residential Infill Small Site

BUILD-YOUR-OWN
The “Build Your Own” strategy compiles input received from all participants that opted to
“build their own” strategy (instead of selecting one of the three “Ready Made” strategies).
Participants who “built their own” housing strategy identified two- and three-story mixed
use housing on larger sites located along Encinitas Boulevard near Quail Gardens, off of
El Camino Real, along Coast Highway 101 in Leucadia, Santa Fe Avenue in Cardiff, and
Manchester Avenue in Olivenhain.
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Main Street Mixed Use Small Site
Village Center Mixed Use Medium Site
Neighborhood Prototypes
Residential Infill Medium to Large Site
Residential Infill Small Site

MODIFIED MIXED USE PLACES
A third housing strategy was generated by the City Council, with contribution from the Planning
Commission and with consideration of public input. This strategy is a modification of the Mixed
Use Places strategy — it includes new sites that were suggested during the public participation
process and removes certain highly objectionable sites based on public input received. In this
strategy, more emphasis is placed on locating housing in areas served by transit and where
the additional housing is complimented by existing pedestrian-oriented amenities.
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PHASE 2: DESIGN GUIDELINES, ZONING
STANDARDS, AND ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
Once draft Housing Element alternatives were identified, the At Home in Encinitas planning process
moved on to Phase 2 - the development of policy documents that would eventually implement the Housing
Element, and a thorough environmental review of the alternatives and their potential impacts.
As with Phase 1, public engagement was an important part of the process in Phase 2. Input received in the
Phase 1 Community Dialogue Sessions in November 2014 helped identify the vision for potential land use
changes in each community and establish a preliminary set of themes that reflect the City’s – and each of
the five communities’ - special qualities. People who live and work in Encinitas were asked to share their
thoughts about how they define community character, what characteristics they want to preserve, and what
characteristics they want to introduce. This input was important to help build the framework for the second
phase of the project.

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT METHODS AND RESULTS
The overall outreach strategy for Phase 2 was discussed and approved at the July 8, 2015 Joint Session
Meeting of the City Council and Planning Commission. The goal of outreach activities in Phase 2 was to
share input received during Phase 1, demonstrate how it was used to inform the draft Design Guidelines
and proposed Zoning Standards, and seek public comments on those draft documents. Additionally, public
input opportunities were provided at the initiation of the environmental review process and during the
public comment period on the Draft EIR.
The outreach conducted in late 2014 generated a lot of interest in the plan and built a foundation of
knowledge among the public. The City wanted to continue to engage the public through the next phases
of the project and implemented the following efforts to provide information and seek additional public
comments:
• Informational materials (brochure, flyer) were updated to feature the three Housing Element
alternatives and showcase the features and difference of each.
• Infographics were created to showcase information about the Housing Element Update in an
understandable and visually engaging manner.
• A project website was launched to provide a clear and easy portal for all project information, offer
relevant documents for download, and serve as a means to collect input. On the new project website,
the public is able to access project documents, view past agenda reports and Council actions, sign-up
to receive an e-newsletter, and submit comments.
In addition to the informational materials described above, the City conducted another series of five
Community Dialogue Sessions in November 2015 to seek public input on the draft Design Guidelines
and proposed Zoning Standards, and conducted a series of Planning Commission Work Sessions, each
focusing on a different component of the Housing Element. These work sessions were publicized and the
public was encouraged to attend.
The Community Dialogue Sessions were well-attended, with 268 participants across the five sessions.
During these events, the public was presented with information about the draft Design Guidelines and
proposed Zoning Standards and was able to speak with staff at five different stations. These stations
included information about housing needs and housing types, proposed strategies for meeting housing
needs, and draft Design Guidelines and proposed Zoning Standards that will help ensure that future
development is compatible with existing communities. Each station included a series of easy-to-read
boards with information about these topics.
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Upon entering the Community Dialouge Session event, attendees were asked to sign-in (optional) and were
provided a “Passport.” The Passport served as a guide to the CDS event, as well as a tool for attendees to provide
feedback on the proposed Zoning Standards and Design Guidelines. The Passport asked the participant to rank the
degree to which they agreed or disagreed with the approach. Four statements were posed, and participants were
asked to indicate — on a scale of 1 to 5 — how strongly they agreed or disagreed with each statement. They were
also provided an opportunity to share additional comments on the Passport.
Nearly half of the attendees submitted completed Passports (a total of 130 passports were collected). The results
of the survey questions is provided below:

QUESTION

STRONGLY OR
SOMEWHAT
AGREE

NO OPINION
OR NOT SURE

STRONGLY OR
SOMEWHAT
DISAGREE

The Zoning Standards and Design Guidelines will result
in quality housing and mixed-use development.

48%

25%

27%

The Zoning Standards and Design Guidelines will help to preserve and promote Encinitas’ existing community character.

48%

18%

34%

The Zoning Standards and Design Guidelines will ensure that
new neighborhoods will look nice and be good for Encinitas.

45%

22%

33%

The rules for transitions between new and existing neighborhoods
will preserve the character of single-family neighborhoods.

45%

23%

33%

The Passport also asked participants to explain their rankings and/or share any additional thoughts that they had about
the Housing Element process. Below are some key themes that emerged from the comments received:
• Participants with overall positive rankings on the scaled questions had generally positive feedback in the open-ended
field. Some spoke in favor of new mixed-use, affordability, and senior housing development. Support was also expressed
for creating walkable areas and transitions between surrounding land uses. Being context sensitive was noted as being
important for future development to respect views and preserve neighborhoods and community character. Several
indicated that the project is on the right track. Some project-related concerns were identified in this grouping, mostly
associated with potential impacts to certain neighborhoods, as well as potential parking and traffic impacts.
• Participants with overall mixed opinions and/or neutral sentiment expressed concerns about how the Zoning
Standards and Design Guidelines would apply to real life projects. Several responses identified concerns over plan
implementation and how developers could depart from the intent of the standards and guidelines. And some stated
that the provisions need to provide clearer direction that could be enforced. Other respondents indicated concerns
with potential changes in a neighborhood’s character. Other comments focused on the importance of transition
areas and being more sustainable.
• Participants that expressed negative rankings on the scaled questions left generally negative feedback in the open-ended
field. Comments were primarily associated with traffic, parking, water shortage, reduction in property values, and loss of
Encinitas character and quality of life. Some questioned the need to provide rezonings at all. Others questioned if it was
in the local residents’ best interest to plan for additional housing. The majority of those that actually made comments on
the new flexible zone program commented on its relationship to Proposition A.
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Throughout the first phase of the project, and again reiterated in the second public outreach period, there
was a stated interest from the public in maintaining the low-scale development patterns typical of Encinitas
and ensuring that new development be similar in scale and massing to adjacent properties. New regulations
that create or maintain sensitive transitions between different land uses might help bridge the gap between
the two different types of land use and residential density.
In addition to the Community Dialogue Sessions, the public was provided an opportunity to learn more detail
about plan elements and offer public comment at a series of Planning Commission Work Sessions. Four work
sessions were conducted, and all were promoted to the public through the At Home in Encinitas e-newsletter
(1,555 recipients), via social media (Twitter, 1,636 followers; Facebook, 11,916 followers; Instagram, 2,441
followers), and on the City’s website. The sessions focused on the
following issues:
• January 7, 2016: Results from Phase 2 Community Dialogue
Sessions and Design Guidelines
• February 4, 2016: CEQA 101 Primer and Draft Environmental
Impact Report
• March 10, 2016: Zoning Standards and Conforming Amendments
• April 7, 2016: Draft Housing Element Goals, Policies, and Programs,
Preferred Land Use Strategy Map, and Review of Public Review
Period for Draft EIR and Comments Received

PROMOTING
OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
City staff made a number of
efforts to promote
opportunities for public
input, announce key
milestones, and share
updates about the
planning process
• Social media
• Advertisements and
public notices
• Flyers
• Third-party information
distribution
• E-newsletters
• Electronic roadside
signs
• Presentations to
community groups
• Community events
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ZONING STANDARDS AND DESIGN GUIDELINES
Pursuant to State law, higher density development is needed to promote housing affordability.
New development standards are necessary to allow for development and land use standards that
accommodate this needed new housing. Building heights presently are limited to two stories and
30 feet throughout the City. It is necessary to permit an increase in building heights to three
stories to provide adequate opportunities for future housing to meet the maximum permitted
density of 30 units per acre on rezoned sites.
To make an adequate provision for the housing needs of all income levels, a jurisdiction must
provide programs to identify adequate sites with appropriate zoning and development standards.
Since the City has limited land use and zoning categories that already permit multi-family
housing development, new or revised zoning code standards are needed to secure a certified
Housing Element. Creating new Zoning Standards and Design Guidelines for future projects is
a critical component to the Housing Element update planning process. These standards define
the allowable uses as well as and the mass and scale of development, while design guidelines
address the appearance and quality of development. These important documents will help align
community-supported solutions with community character and help ensure that new development
will be compatible with existing neighborhoods.

This new zone will allow the City
to more effectively guide quality
development and design, which
is compatible with existing
community character.
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ZONING
A flexible zone is proposed to be used to implement the Housing Element. This flexible zone,
called At Home in Encinitas, delineates conditions that must be met before it can be utilized for
an existing property. This approach respects the existing rights a property owner has, does not
force the development of housing and allows for a transition to housing or mixed use to implement
the Housing Element. Property owners of sites identified in the Housing Element can still take
advantage of the existing zoning regulations, or they can utilize the new regulations to allow for
residential or mixed use development at the identified densities.

The At Home in Encinitas Zone is intended to:
•

Allow for a moderate increase in residential density and to accommodate a mixture of
residential building types and unit sizes

•

Enable market-based solutions to the provision of attainable housing

•

Meet the state’s Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) rezoning requirements

•

Ensure that the vision set forth in the Housing Element is implemented

•

Respond to neighborhood character, be compatible with community specific settings and
promote basic best practices in urban design

•

Promote infill development and revitalization that is compact and supports pedestrian-friendly
development patterns with safe, effective and multi-modal transportation options

•

Contribute to the economic and fiscal sustainability of the City

The At Home in Encinitas Zone establishes a minimum density of 20 units per acre to ensure that
each project meets affordability requirements, as well as a maximum density of 30 units per acre to
ensure that Encinitas remains a community of modestly-scaled development. Until the new zoning
regulations are activated for a site, the existing land use designation, regulations, and associated
rights govern the use and development of the site. Only those sites shown with a Flexible Zone
Designator on the Land Use Map are eligible to use the new regulations.
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
The draft Design Guidelines provide design goals and principles along with implementing
techniques that relate to site planning and form, circulation, connectivity, open space,
building aesthetics and architecture. The guidelines provide direction to help:
• Define the expectations for new housing development within rezoned areas to make sure
that it is high quality in design
• Articulate attributes and policies regarding site and building design and livability issues
for a range of housing types and site situations
• Provide sensitive transitions from the public to private realm and to adjacent
single-family neighborhoods
• Reinforce valued community themes and the surrounding context so that the community
can be confident that future housing will fit in with existing neighborhoods
• Promote the use of flexible and creative site and building design methods for compatible
infill development (e.g., community character compatibility)
• Address sustainable approaches to design and site selection, including water
conservation, energy conservation, and promoting active transportation

The Design Guidelines will help ensure that projects are designed to respond to a tiered set
of concepts related to a site’s setting in the neighborhood. These levels of consideration are:
1. Design Principles: Overarching design principles express citywide design objectives.
2. Community Character: Each project should reinforce the design traditions of the
community in which it is located.
3. Design Context: Each project must respond to its unique design context - Main Street,
Village Center, and Neighborhood Center.
4. Site Design: Design guidelines for site design encourage high quality in public and semi public spaces.
5. Building Design: Design guidelines for building design encourage high quality design on
individual spaces.
The primary objectives of the new standards are to preserve established single family
neighborhoods and concentrate new growth into primarily mixed use areas of the city, where
the capacity to support new housing exists. These areas also would benefit from the synergy of
adding more housing and mixed use choices. By balancing lower, medium, and higher density
projects with context - sensitive transitions, Encinitas can offer a wider range of housing types
for different populations and encourage land use compatible development projects.
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NEW ZONING STANDARDS AND DESIGN GUIDELINES WORK TOGETHER
The new zone would provide development standards for various contexts that appear throughout
the City in order for new development to “fit in” depending on where the site is located and the
surrounding context and uses. There are three primary contextual considerations, based on a site’s
location and surrounding character. These letters correspond to the primary community character or
design contexts established through previous outreach and input.

Neighborhood Center
• Shopfront Neighborhood (S30-N)
• Mixed Use Neighborhood (X30-N)
• Residential Neighborhood (R30-N)

Main Street Corridor
Village Center
• Shopfront Village (S30-V)
• Mixed Use Village (X30-V)
• Residential Village (R30-V)

• Shopfront Main Street (S30-M)
• Mixed Use Main Street (X30-M)

If a site is determined to be purely residential (no commercial), then the letter “ R” is associated
with those parcels. If a mixture of uses is permitted (mixed use), then the letter “X” is associated
with that site. If a shopfront is required, then the letter “S” is associated with that site. The
shopfront zoning category is distinguishable from other sites that permit mixed use in that there is a
need to regulate ground-floor non-residential uses to maintain economic activity and /or enhance the
pedestrian-scale experience in key areas.
The new Zoning Standards and Design Guidelines documents were created in tandem and are
designed to work together. Each document references the other so the correlation is apparent.
While satisfying the standards in the new zone district is mandatory and should be considered first
and foremost when developing a property under the new zoning standards, the Design Guidelines
document provides a context-sensitive approach to new housing infill design within the City of
Encinitas and have taken into consideration multiple comments and concerns from the community.
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ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW AND STUDY
The California Environmental Quality Act, otherwise known as CEQA, is a law that requires agencies to identify
potential significant impacts of proposed projects, among other things. The basis of CEQA is to disclose what
projects are doing, how they affect surrounding communities and the environment, and to help agencies make
decisions that are more informed. Each jurisdiction is required to comply with CEQA as it relates to revision of
the Housing Element or any component of the General Plan.
An Environmental Assessment/Program Enviromental Impact Report (EIR) was prepared for At Home in
Encinitas (State Clearinghouse House [SCH] No. 2015041044).This document analyzed potential effects of the
project, possible ways to minimize its significant effects, and reasonable alternatives that would reduce or avoid
identified significant effects. It also compared the project with what would happen if the City’s land use plans
and rules did not change. The EIR provides important information to the public and decision makers that will
help in making decisions about the project.

PROGRAM EIR - OVERVIEW

CEQA allows agencies to prepare different types of EIRs and to use certain procedural methods. For example,
a project - level EIR generally focuses on the environmental changes caused by a specific site development
project, including planning, construction, operation, and other site - specific considerations. A program EIR, on
the other hand, allow agencies to consider broad policy alternatives and program -wide mitigation measures at
an early time when the agency has greater flexibility to deal with basic problems and /or cumulative impacts.
The Housing Element Update EIR is a program EIR.

EIR - PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The Draft EIR includes a discussion of the project purpose and objectives. The purpose of Housing Element
Update is to address the housing needs and objectives of the City and to meet the requirements of State law.
The following objectives of the project are identified in the EIR:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodate a greater variety of housing types and choice
Ensure an adequate supply of housing to meet the Regional Housing Needs Assessment
Effectively implement the project through State-mandated and locally desired programs
Maintain community character and integrate future development
Emphasize mixed use development
Provide a mix of site designs to achieve a variety of neighborhood types
Ensure adequate infrastructure to support new housing
Maintain or enhance community access and mobility networks
Coordinate planning efforts to reduce environmental impacts and preserve a natural, healthy environment
Locate housing to support local businesses and make the City more fiscally sustainable
Equitably distribute multifamily housing in each of the City’s five communities

These objectives helped the City in developing a reasonable range of alternatives to be evaluated in the EIR,
and will aid decision makers as they decide what to present to the voters in November 2016.

The purpose of At Home in Encinitas
is to address the housing needs and
objectives of the City and to meet the
requirements of State law.
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SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS
The At Home in Encinitas EIR studied a number of areas to determine whether the implementation of the
project would have any significant effects. Where possible, mitigation measures were identified to reduce
significant effects. The finding of the EIR are summarized in the table below.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES WITH NO
OR REDUCED IMPACTS

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES WITH SOME
OR PARTIAL SITE-SPECIFIC IMPACTS

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES WITH
UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS

AIR QUALITY

AESTHETICS

CULTURAL RESOURCES

BIOLOGY

LAND USE COMPATIBILITY

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Each of the three mapping strategies
includes an inventory of land to be
rezoned that when developed could
create significant effects. The impact
would vary from site to site. Therefore,
under site-specific circumstances,
the project could create substantial
adverse effects for the environmental
issues above.

TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
GEOLOGY AND SOILS
NOISE
PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES
POPULATION AND HOUSING
PUBLIC SERVICES
PUBLIC UTILITIES

The EIR identifies mitigation measures
for a majority of the environmental
issues studied. In some cases, a
proposed mitigation would effectively
reduce or eliminate a potential impact.
In other cases, mitigation measures are
not required because the effects are
not found to be significant. Depending
on which map is approved, the City
would prepare and adopt mitigation
monitoring plans to ensure that
mitigation measures are done correctly.

The Sustainable Mixed Use Places
Alternative (Environmentally Superior
Alternative) eliminates impacts to
“aesthetics” and reduces impacts to
the “land use and planning.”

The environmental issues listed above
have been identified as areas where
there are no feasible mitigation measures
that reduce or eliminate impacts. In the
case of Cultural Resources, mitigation
measures may be identified at the
project-specific level. But, because
specific development projects are not
known at this time, the impact to Cultural
Resources is considered significant and
unavoidable on a number of sites within
all three mapping strategies.
Physical changes caused by individual
development would also contribute
incrementally to create cumulative
effects. This can happen even if
individual, site-specific changes are
limited or not significant. “Greenhouse
Gas Emissions” and “Transportation
and Traffic” are two environmental
issues with cumulative effects. The
build-out of the mapping strategies
and their connection with other future
projects in the City create likely
impacts to the environment.
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PROJECT ALTERNATIVES
To fully evaluate the environmental effects of projects, CEQA requires
that alternatives to the project be analyzed, including a “No Project”
alternative. In addition, CEQA requires that one of the alternatives
studied be identified as the Environmentally Superior Alternative – one
that would result in the least adverse environmental impacts of the
alternatives studied.
The Draft EIR analyzed the three proposed housing strategies as project
alternatives – Ready Made Mixed Use Places, Build Your Own, and
Modified Mixed Use Places. A fourth alternative, Sustainable Mixed Use
Places (SMUP), was created to incrementally reduce significant impacts
associated with the project.
The SMUP Alternative incorporates those housing sites that: (1) have
fewer combined unmitigated/unavoidable impacts than the other
three housing strategies; and (2) presents the fewest constraints to
future implementation of future housing at those locations. It would
incrementally reduce significant impacts associated with aesthetics, air
quality, biological resources (sensitive wildlife/vegetation species and
wetlands), cultural/paleontological resources, land use (neighborhood
compatibility and proximity to agricultural sites), hazardous materials,
and hydrology compared to the HEU housing strategies. This alternative
was created through the EIR process as required by CEQA.
Sustainable Mixed Use Places has been identified as the Environmentally
Superior Alternative. It reduces significant impacts associated with
the project and achieves the project objectives. This plan is the most
compatible with community character, improves the feasibility of transit
service and supports walking and biking. New development is directed
to areas that would benefit from the investment. Coastal mixed use
business districts are strengthened, while New Encinitas and Olivenhain
gain opportunities for their own mixed use places.
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MAIN STREET – Mixed Use, Small Site
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER –
Mixed Use, Large Site
VILLAGE CENTER –
Mixed Use, Medium Site
RESIDENTIAL INFILL –
Medium to Large Site
RESIDENTIAL INFILL –
Small Site

2/3

2 & 3 STORIES

SUSTAINABLE MIXED USE PLACES
The Sustainable Mixed Use Places Alternative represents an
alternative to the housing strategies addressed as the project
in the At Home in Encinitas Draft EIR. It is an alternative that
refines, but would have fewer impacts than the project’s Modified Mixed
Use Places strategy, which was developed in response to substantial
public input. The Modified Mixed Use Places Strategy was developed
prior to this environmental analysis and the determination of substantial
compliance for the draft Housing Plan by the California Department
of Housing and Community Development (HCD). With the benefit of
the analysis and findings in this Draft EIR, along with the review of
HCD, the Sustainable Mixed Use Places Alternative was created.
This alternative would meet the project’s objectives.Sustainable

Mixed Use Places has also been identified as the Environmentally
Superior Alternative. This plan is the most compatible with community
character. It improves the feasibility of transit service and supports
walking and biking. New development is directed to areas that would
benefit from the investment. Coastal mixed use business districts are
strengthened, while New Encinitas and Olivenhain gain opportunities
for their own mixed use places.
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CONCLUSIONS
As part of updating our housing policies, the City needs to determine
where future housing should be located and what it should look like
once built. In November 2014, the City hosted a series of Community
Dialogue Sessions and used an online engagement tool to solicit
community-specific input. Participants were asked to choose one of
the “Ready Made” housing strategies that provided suggestions of
potential future housing sites, or they could complete a “Build Your
Own” strategy. The results of each exercise were used to create Housing
Element alternatives. A third alternative was generated by the City
Council, with contribution from the Planning Commission and with
consideration of public input. This strategy, called “Modified Mixed
Use Places” is a modification of the “Ready Made” strategy — it
includes new sites that were suggested during the public participation
process and removes certain highly objectionable sites based on
public input received. Through the CEQA process of analyzing the
three map strategies, a fourth map was created. The fourth map,
called Sustainable Mixed Use Places, represents an alternative to the
housing strategies addressed in the EIR. All four maps provide a lands
inventory that complies with the requirements of Government Section
Code 65583(c)(1) and 65913.1 State Housing Element Law. The only
task remaining is to determine which map(s) should be offered for
voter consideration, along with the policy and regulatory changes to
implement the final map chosen by the voters.
In conjunction with the Housing Element update, the City will adopt
an implementation program that includes a General Plan Land Use
Plan Amendment; Re-zoning of sites; Zoning Code Amendments;
Subdivision Code Amendments; Design Guidelines with amendments
to the Design Review Code; Amendments to the North 101 Corridor
Specific Plan, Downtown Encinitas Specific Plan, and Cardiff Specific
Plan; a Local Coastal Program Amendment; and the adoption of other
programs necessary to implement the Housing Element, as set forth in
the implementation program. Collectively, these actions would serve as
a blueprint to accommodate future housing and provide housing-related
services within the City. For internal consistency, targeted amendments
to other elements of the General Plan are also proposed to ensure lawful
preparation of the Housing Element Update. The more substantial
amendments occur in the Land Use portion of the General Plan.
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Discretionary Actions for Planning Commission and City Council
General Plan
Amendments:

Specific Plan
Amendments:

Housing Element:
Land Use Element:

Update the Element and request State certification
Amend the land use map with a new land use designation to provide for
adequate sites for consistency with the Housing Element; amend the Land
Use Element text for consistency with the Housing Element, including
allowing for three-story buildings

Noise Element:

Resolve internal inconsistencies in the existing Noise Element and reflect
contemporary noise standards for mixed land uses

North 101 Corridor Specific Plan:

Provide for implementation of new Chapter 30.36 for adequate sites;
remove the prohibition on ground floor housing, except in key centers; and
allow all lawful means of subdividing land regardless of housing type

Downtown Encinitas Specific Plan: Provide for implementation of new Chapter 30.36 for adequate sites
Encinitas Ranch Specific Plan:

Provide for implementation of new Chapter 30.36 for adequate sites

Cardiff-by-the-Sea Specific Plan:

Provide for implementation of new Chapter 30.36 for adequate sites

Zoning Code
Amendments:

Adopt a new Chapter 30.36 to provide use and development standards to implement the new General Plan land
use designation and new Design Guidelines to provide for development quality; re-zone sites to provide adequate
housing sites and implement the amended General Plan land use map; make assorted changes required for
consistency elsewhere in the Zoning Code; amend EMC Chapter 30.00 to allow a change in maximum building
height to accommodate three-story buildings on the sites designated in the General Plan and Zoning Map and
facilitate required certifications by State agencies

Local Coastal
Program
Amendments:

Request Coastal Commission certification of the changes to the land use policy and implementation framework to
guide development in the Coastal Zone due to the amendments to the General Plan, specific plans and Zoning Code

Other Municipal Amend Zoning Code Chapter 23.08 to allow additional authority to grant a permit
Code
Amendments:

The Planning Commission is scheduled to review, consider, and make a recommendation to the City Council
in May 2016. City Council will consider the project in June 2016. Due to the nature of this project and its
potential effect on the City as a whole, public notice of the Planning Commission and City Council meetings
will be sent out City-wide. Every owner of every parcel of land and every occupant of each lawful unit on
each parcel of land, including commercial and residential, will receive a packet describing what will be
considered and when. The discretionary actions to be considered by the Planning Commission in making
its recommendation to the City Council include the Housing Element Update and all necessary actions to
make its adoption internally consistent with the City’s General Plan, Zoning Code and other sections of the
Municipal Code, some of which require a public vote, pursuant to EMC Chapter 30.00.
The City of Encinitas is dedicated to creating a future that is sustainable and livable for all. The Housing
Element will be our roadmap for directing new housing and mixed use development in order to meet state
housing requirements while meeting our goals of maintaining community character and creating livable and
sustainable neighborhoods.
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